*Welcome! We will begin at the top of the hour.*
Today’s agenda

• Announcements

• Status of working groups

• Highlight where we are in DG cycle

• Propose a data definition process
  • Group discussion
Announcements

• Annual check-ins with data stewards + teams
• 2022 Horizon Report, Data + Analytics
Status of working groups

• Definition-focused working groups
  • Advancement
  • Faculty Affairs
  • Finance + Accounting
  • HR
  • Student Engagement
  • Student Enrollment
  • Space Management
  • URSA

• Centralized location for data system access information
Data Governance Cycle

Working groups are here...

- Data Documentation + Standards (1)
- Analytics (4)
- Data Quality (2)
- System Integration (3)
Proposed DAG actions

- Pinpoint (additional) data entities, attributes/elements, + relationships
- Prioritize items for discussion (by working group)
- Determine ownership of the element
- Identify stakeholders - Responsible, Accountable, and should be Consulted and Informed (RACI)

Discussion questions

- What entities, attributes, + relationships need to be defined?
  - Structured? Unstructured? Digital assets?
- What (additional) data elements need to be prioritized?
- What area(s) owns the element?
- Others to involve in conversation (for a given element)?
Would you welcome a discussion at the November DAG regarding the development of a data issue log + processes?
Next DAG - November

- Review data element definition process + results
- Revisit data issue log + relevant processes?